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“Proof of Concept”  of a flexible simulation sandbox 
where users can input high-level goals and witness 
emergent behavior. Ideal for testing AI training, robotics, 
or complex systems modeling.



Gemini Created Project
Gemini Prompt: I am running a hackathon where I 
am solving the following problems: 

---
1. Create "on the fly" synthetic data
2. Create "on the fly " behavior tree
3. Use MathPlotLib animation of Synthetic Data
4. Create an animation "frame" driven 

environment 
---

Can you suggest what project I might best use you 
(ultra) for in  this hackathon



Gemini Ultra

Project 1: The Adaptive Simulation Sandbox

Problem: Building realistic simulations often requires hand-
crafted data and meticulously designed behavioral models. This 
is time-consuming and can limit adaptability.

Solution: Create a system where LLMs:

1. Generate synthetic data tailored to a specific simulation 
scenario.

2. Design dynamic behavior trees that evolve in response to 
changing simulation conditions.

3. Animate simulation output with Matplotlib, providing real-
time feedback.

4. Use a frame-driven environment to control the simulation's 
execution and visualization.

Outcome: A flexible simulation sandbox where users can input 
high-level goals and witness emergent behavior. Ideal for testing 
AI training, robotics, or complex systems modeling.

I am running a hackathon in this hackathon 
I am solving the following problems: 

---

1. Creating "on the fly" synthetic data

2. Creating "on the fly " behavior tree

3. MathPlotLib animation of Synthetic 
Data

4. Creating an animation "frame" driven 
environment 

---

Can you suggest what projects I might best 
use you (ultra) for this hackathon



Synthetic Data

Behavior Tree

Animated MatPlotLib Frame Driven

Games Concept Flow - Gemini Ultra

Technology Endeavors

Behavior EngineFrame Engine Synthetic Data 
Engine

POC Gemini Ultra 
Proposal

Happens
”Real Time”

on each frame!

You have elements being driven by synthetic data that interact “in a 
game viewport” with each other on each frame tick.

+

Game Viewport

View Port

Do they need backstories, tasks & goals?
Think about Generative AI Agent Interaction.

Game Engine



Gemini Ultra



Synthetic Data Algorithm

Overall Goal

Agents with 
Backstories, Names, 

Goals & Task

Project Chain of 
Thought Outline 

Agents Interacted Based on Their 
Own Characteristics in Order to 

Accomplish the Overall Goal

Surprise, Gemini 
Created Its Own 

Behavior Tree



Synthetic Data



DEMO



Marketing Analysis

Target specific industries: The text mentions that the software can be used for AI training, robotics simulation, 
and complex systems modeling. The company could target its marketing to these specific industries, 
highlighting the benefits of the software for each application. For example, the company could market the 
software to AI developers as a tool for training AI models in a safe and controlled environment.

Offer different pricing tiers: The company could offer different pricing tiers for its software, depending on the 
features and functionality that are needed. This would make the software more accessible to a wider range of 
businesses.

Freemium model: The company could offer a freemium model for its software, with a basic version that is 
available for free and a paid version that offers more features. This would allow businesses to try out the 
software before they commit to buying it.

Develop a strong marketing strategy: The company would need to develop a strong marketing strategy to 
reach its target audience. This could include online marketing, such as search engine optimization (SEO) and 
pay-per-click (PPC) advertising, as well as offline marketing, such as trade shows and industry events.



Thanks to the Team

I learned that behavior trees are 
essential for agents …

I've learned about synthetic data, 
behavior trees, and animation in 
Matplotlib, even though I've never 
used Streamlit before.

Synthetic data generated by GEMINI 
offers potential applications in various 
fields, addressing data privacy concerns 
and enabling robust machine learning 
model training.

I learned about different ways to 
represent the synthetic data visually 
based on its nature, such as using 
scatter plots for multiple data points or 
line plots for trends.

Behavior trees. I didn't know 
about them till yesterday.



Agent-Driven Success
Our hackathon triumph was achieved through the development of "The Adaptive Simulation Sandbox," powered by Gemini's cognitive 
abilities. This system featured four distinct agents:

• Clara "The Conductor" Williams, the Lead Author, aimed to improve meeting efficiency.
• Eddie "Eagle Eye" Thompson, the Editor and Quality Controller, ensured the accuracy and clarity of our content.
• Sofia "The Skeptic" Ramirez, the Critic and User Advocate, evaluated our content for learner inclusivity.
• Alex "The Innovator" Kim, the Multimedia Specialist, added visual engagement to the course.

Together, they produced an effective meeting management course, demonstrating teamwork and problem-solving powered by 
synthetic data.

Key Insights
The hackathon revealed four key achievements with the Gemini system:
• Conceptualization: Gemini showcased its ability to ideate complex projects, conceiving "The Adaptive Simulation Sandbox."
• Agent Personification: Assigning agents with unique identities and roles, Gemini created a narrative-rich simulation environment.
• Interaction Dynamics: Gemini enabled realistic agent interactions, facilitating collaborative course creation on effective meetings.
• Synthetic Data Utilization: Gemini's generation of realistic synthetic data supported the project's success, highlighting its 

applications in AI training and beyond.

These achievements highlight Gemini's versatility in synthetic data generation and complex problem-solving

Conclusion



Project Links

• Application
https://huggingface.co/spaces/eaglela
ndsonce/Games

• GitHub
https://github.com/qaillc/GamesHack
athon

• Videos:

Initial Concept
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I
senjdGKOCE

Submission Video
See project submission page!

https://huggingface.co/spaces/eaglelandsonce/Games
https://github.com/qaillc/GamesHackathon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsenjdGKOCE

